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If You Steal From One Author, It’s Plagiarism; 
If You Steal From Many, It’s Research

http://quoteinvestigator.com/2010/09/20/plagiarism/  

unknown author

http://quoteinvestigator.com/2010/09/20/plagiarism/


Highlighted topics

•a part of open source 
intelligence
•simple data extraction/mining 
techniques from web 2.0 services 
•authorship 
attribution/authorship profiling 
•plagiarism detection 



Old fashioned sources in nutshell

•WHOIS-records
•email long headers – which sent 
via web, commercial providers
•DNS-records 
•patterns in cookies and HTTP-
response streams 



Old fashioned sources – WHOIS

•in case gTLD – WHOIS masking  
•the fake contact details similars 
to each other between 
suspected domains - frequent
•private registrar companies 
owned by domain owner



Old fashioned sources
email long header

•The popular misbelief about 
Gmail, AOL, YahooMail an others



Old fashioned sources
email long header in fact

the server which first recieved

sender's timezone

character encoding – may indicates 
the senders language and nationality



Old fashioned sources
„client IP”

Tracing route to mail-we0-f182.google.com [74.125.82.182] over a maximum of 30 hops:
  1    17 ms     2 ms     *     192.168.4.1 
  2    17 ms    17 ms    17 ms  192.168.0.1 
  3     
  4    11 ms    26 ms    17 ms  catv-89-135-222-30.catv.broadband.hu [89.135.222.30] 
  5    17 ms    17 ms    17 ms  84.116.240.78 
  6    17 ms    17 ms    40 ms  84.116.240.1 - UPC Austria GmbH
  7    17 ms    17 ms    14 ms  72.14.217.146 - Google Inc
  8    27 ms    17 ms    41 ms  209.85.243.121 
  9    47 ms    48 ms    48 ms  72.14.234.11 
 10    40 ms    55 ms    63 ms  209.85.241.228 
 11    52 ms    62 ms    56 ms  209.85.240.221 
 12    62 ms    58 ms    39 ms  209.85.252.83 
 13     *        *        *     Request timed out.
 14    50 ms    58 ms    43 ms  mail-we0-f182.google.com [74.125.82.182] 
Trace complete.



Old fashined sources - email
….hipotetical interpretation

•the Google does'nt make transatlantic traffic 
if not neccessary! 

•tipical ping times between Europe and USA :)
•„de novo” signal   
•syllogism: the server and the sender both located 

near Vienna +/- 200 km
•(dedicated connection across Google and ISP?)



Old fashioned sources
DNS-records

•non-masked A-record – note: 
entire IP-block may owned by one 
server/owner as „hosting provider”
•masked A-record – eg. 
Cloudflare: 

- by default adding direct-
connect subdom. 

 - cannot masking MX – reverse 
lookup! 



Old fashioned sources
cookies and HTTP-responses

•same owner - same developer - 
same admin - same CMS - 
frequent
•consequence – similar HTTP-
stream patterns and cookie-
patterns between suspected 
websites



Different layers, different methods

fig: http://essayweb.net/miscellany/datatransmission.shtml 

…and cognitive/linguistical/behavioural

Question: 
how can examine...

...and why?  

http://essayweb.net/miscellany/datatransmission.shtml


Why we loves the Facebook API? 
Facebook Graph API (2013. sept.)

•Graph API object set: Achievement, Album, 
Application, Checkin, Comment, Domain, Errors, Event, FriendList, 
Group, Insights, Link, Message, Note, Offer, Order, Page, Payment, 
Photo, Pictures, Post, Question, QuestionOption, Review, Status 
message, Thread, User, Video 

•The fields of the User object: 
id, name, first_name, middle_name, last_name, gender, locale, 
languages, link, username, age_range, third_party_id, installed, 
timezone, updated_time, verified, bio, birthday, cover, currency, 
devices, education, email, hometown, interested_in, location, 
political, payment_pricepoints, favorite_athletes, favoriate_teams, 
picture, quotes, relationship_status, religion, security_settings, 
segnificant_other, video_upload_limits, website, work 



Why we loves social sources? 
Some methods not needs special 
permissions, API keys, etc. Eg. this simple 
URL: 
graph.facebook.com/https://facebook.com/hac
ktivity?metadata=1 
•In real e.g.  
http://www.weknowwhatyouredoing.com/
 

http://www.weknowwhatyouredoing.com/


The rabbit hole
one of my fav. studies

Private traits and attributes are predictable 
from digital records of human behavior 
(Michal Kosinskia, David Stillwella, Thore 
Graepelb, 2012)

•input: 58000 volunteers likes, some 
demographical and psychometrical date 
•Processed with simple linear regression 
and logistics regression 



The found, successfully 
like-correlated properties: 

“sexual orientation,” “ethnic origin,” “political 
views,” “religion,” “personality,” “intelligence,” 
“satisfaction with life” (SWL), substance use 
(“alcohol,” “drugs,” “cigarettes”), “whether an 
individual’s parents stayed together until the 
individual was 21 y old,” and basic 
demographic attributes such as “age,” 
“gender,” “relationship status,” and “size and 
density of the friendship network.” 

Private traits and attributes are predictable from digital records of human 
behavior (Michal Kosinskia, David Stillwella, Thore Graepelb, 2012)



The researcher...

Private traits and attributes are predictable from digital records of human 
behavior (Michal Kosinskia, David Stillwella, Thore Graepelb, 2012)

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf 

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf


...can... 

Private traits and attributes are predictable from digital records of human 
behavior (Michal Kosinskia, David Stillwella, Thore Graepelb, 2012)

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf 

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf


...read between...

Private traits and attributes are predictable from digital records of human 
behavior (Michal Kosinskia, David Stillwella, Thore Graepelb, 2012)

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf 

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf


...the lines likes

Private traits and attributes are predictable from digital records of human 
behavior (Michal Kosinskia, David Stillwella, Thore Graepelb, 2012)

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf 

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2013/03/07/1218772110.DCSupplemental/st01.pdf


Twitter-users
closer

•problem: e.g. linkfarm 
identification
•hipothesis: Let's measure the 
influence and popularity. 



Twitter
Similis simili gaudet

•popular users have more follower 
than followed
•deliberate connections 
•identification of problematic 
accounts [bots/linkfarms]: measure 
the popularity and the followers 
dispersion. Abnormal dispersion may 
indicate problematic user.
•(cluster analysis)



Twitter
Measure the most popular followers of the 
suspected user

•An elegant implementation in 
Python 
•sample result: 
droidPisti 12 
FakeFeri 11
HirhozoHugo 9 
Blogcsokor 9
Wannabehirportal 8…. 



Twitter
Entity analysis in the stream

•Extracting entities from tweets and 
performing simple frequency analysis - 
(Mining the Social Web)
•Abnormal dispersion simple result: 

#kiralywebhely 2834
#legujabbpinamagazin 2830
#ittmindenwareztmegtalasz 2820
#torrentekmindenmennyisegben 2811



Possibilities of IF-IDF measures



About digital humanities and 
computational linguistics

„To be, or not to be.” 

Example: linguistics and the fine tuned search

Shakespeare W. (soap opera addict), cca. 1603 



„Jampi” Zsolti, 2009, 
Maunika Erdélyi et al. 

An identified former YT-hapax legomenon 
and the „did you mean”: nevetel-novotel

In this case, the titles of the 
first two results, don't contains 
„nevetel”, only the comments 
(with significant weight)



Who they are really? - popular 
misbelief



Computational linguists: 
they are not simply BAs/MAs. 

They must have experiences in...
strong mathematical and computer 
science skills, such as 

● classifiers 
● machine learning 
● declarative programming
● fields of AI
● data mining



One principle of the many

Automatically Profiling the Author of an Anonymous Text 
(Shlomo Argamon, Moshe Koppel, James W. Pennebaker, Jonathan Schler)



An quick historical overview

Computational Methods in Authorship Attribution, 
Daniel Labenski, NLP Seminar 2012



Authorship identification on big 
sets

Authorship identification in large email collections: Experiments using features that 
belong to different linguistic levels (George K. Mikros & Kostas Perifanos, 2011)



About Natural Language Processing
Python NLTK

Typical: 
1. End of Sentence (EOS) Detection 
2. Tokenization 
3. Part-of-Speech Tagging 
4. Chunking 
5. Extraction

nltk.tokenize.sent_tokenize(valtozo)
tokenek = [nltk.tokenize.word_tokenize(s) for s in sentences]
 pos_tagged_tokens = [nltk.pos_tag(t) for t in tokenek]
 pos_tagged_tokens
chunking  
mondattani elemzés - 
 ne_chunks = nltk.batch_ne_chunk(pos_tagged_tokens)
 ne_chunks



A multitude of linguistically-rich features for 
authorshipattribution (Ludovic Tanguy, Assaf Urieli, 
Basilio Calderone, Nabil Hathout, Franck Sajous, 2011)

Some selected linguistics weapons in 
authorship identification and 

plagriarism detection 

● frequency and dispersion of suffixed words 

● Syntactic complexity

 - Syntactic tree depth
 - Distance between syntactically dependent words
● cohesion 



Fig: http://nltk.org/book/ch08.html 

The style of the sentences likes the 
authors fingerprint!

http://nltk.org/book/ch08.html


Quick explanation of a plagiarism detection 
technique [translation plagiarism] 

Many-many sources, mostly from Máté Pataki (MTA SZTAKI)
http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/mszny2011/ 

core problems: 

- non-friendly language pairs: 
a) fixed/non-fixed word order, b)
conjugation, c) maior grammar differences

- former, partially solutions 

Principles of new algo:
- sentence as translation unit 
- sentence as context 
- sentence, because 
1. represent an unit in mind 
2. easy to find the borders 
3. enought unique 
-similarity metrics

http://www.inf.u-szeged.hu/mszny2011/


Quick explanation of a plagiarism detection 
technique [translation plagiarism] – algo in nutshell 

(similarity metrics)

Many-many sources, mostly from Máté Pataki (MTA SZTAKI)

Signs: S – sentence, n, w – number of words in sentence and words 

Let's                    and                  
will show the found and not-found words (with different weights). 

After a bit fine tuning 

Some lemmas                                        where 

                                                                 where

                                                 therefore

                                                         therefore



Go deep – JGAAP, event drivers



Go deep – JGAAP, event culling



Go deep – JGAAP, analysis methods



See also
•Text Mining: Applications and Theory (Michael W. Berry, Jacob 
Kogan) 
•Natural Language Processing with Python (Steven Bird, Ewan 
Klein, Edward Loper) 
•Mining the Social Web (Matthew A. Russel)
•Forensic Linguistics - Advances in Forensic Stylistics (Gerald 
McMenamin et al.)
•The Routledge Handbook of Forensic Linguistics (ed. Malcolm 
Coulthard, Alison Johnson) 

PAN CLEF papers

Recommended blogs in hungarian: 
http://kereses.blog.hu/ 
http://kep-es-kod.blogspot.ch/ 
http://szamitogepesnyelveszet.blogspot.ch/ 

•Digital humanities MA in Hungary: 
http://www.btk.unideb.hu/ 
https://btk.ppke.hu/ 

http://kereses.blog.hu/
http://kep-es-kod.blogspot.ch/
http://szamitogepesnyelveszet.blogspot.ch/
http://www.btk.unideb.hu/
https://btk.ppke.hu/
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